
Tools for Continuous Improvement





1. a hindrance or obstruction

2. a physical defect, esp one of speech, such as a 
stammer

3. (Law) an obstruction to the making of a 
contract, esp a contract of marriage by reason contract, esp a contract of marriage by reason 

of closeness of blood or affinity
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• Incomplete Work

•Missing Information

•Missing Parts

•Repeated Work

•Waiting

•Not Enough Time

• Interruptions

•Defects

•Bureaucracy

•Mis-communication•Waiting

•Missing Dependency

•Mis-communication

•Decisions not made
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“The greatest fault is to be 
conscious of none.”

-Thomas Carlyle(1795 – 1881) 

Scottish satirical writer, essayist,

historian and teacher 





…or how I realized where to find my impediments



My 

Homunculus





-Matthew May









…or how I learned to care about the entire process







Impediment 

Mining

•Calendar

•Email

•Other teams

•Plans

•Retrospectives

•Reviews•Reviews

•Roadmaps

•Stories/Features

•Technical Debt

•To Do Lists

•5 senses







� Pick one technique from the following list and 

see how many additional impediments you can 

find:

� Expand scope

� Break the rules� Break the rules

� Indulge your perfectionist

� Change your perspective

� Review your goals

� Speed up

� Impediment mining
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1. What did I do yesterday?

2. What am I going to do today?

3. Any Impediments blocking my progress?

4. What one thing helped accelerate my 
progress yesterday?progress yesterday?







� 1. Temperance: Eat not to dullness and drink not to elevation.

� 2. Silence: Speak not but what may benefit others or yourself. Avoid trifling conversation.

� 3. Order: Let all your things have their places. Let each part of your business have its time.

� 4. Resolution: Resolve to perform what you ought. Perform without fail what you resolve.

� 5. Frugality: Make no expense but to do good to others or yourself: i.e. Waste nothing.

� 6. Industry: Lose no time. Be always employed in something useful. Cut off all unnecessary 
actions.

� 7. Sincerity: Use no hurtful deceit. Think innocently and justly; and, if you speak, speak 
accordingly.accordingly.

� 8. Justice: Wrong none, by doing injuries or omitting the benefits that are your duty.

� 9. Moderation: Avoid extremes. Forebear resenting injuries so much as you think they 
deserve.

� 10. Cleanliness: Tolerate no uncleanness in body, clothes or habitation.

� 11. Chastity: Rarely use venery but for health or offspring; Never to dullness, weakness, or 
the injury of your own or another's peace or reputation.

� 12. Tranquility: Be not disturbed at trifles, or at accidents common or unavoidable.

� 13. Humility: Imitate Jesus and Socrates.





To Detect Impediments:

� Don’t Settle - Be a perfectionist

� Expand your accountability to find new areas for 
improvement

Using Planning to Identify where things go wrong� Using Planning to Identify where things go wrong

� Think of Impediments as part of risk 
management

� Use the process to make managing
impediments pervasive

� Practice identifying impediments



� My email: tom.perry@acm.org

� My blog: agiletools.wordpress.com

� My twitter: tlperry


